Blockchain Ecosystem

White Paper
Legendary Paw: Dogs & Cats

Contract: 0x1f0E5F4AFFeDeE2e525148b6576E36026CC2Fa40

Blockchain Ecosystem:
PLAY, EARN, INVEST & USE TO PAY IN DIGITAL AND REAL LIFE!
LEGENDARY PAW is a Binance Smart Chain token that capitalizes on the current meme coin and NFT
hype.
We’ve taken everyone’s favourite memes and packaged them up into adorable pets you can trade,
gamble, fight or stake.
ABC:
Legendary Paw aims to launch worldwide projects on and hold a substantial part of market segments.
Legendary Paw has many advantages over the rest of the competition. Most importantly, it offers
solutions to existing problems in the crypto market with a series of projects which will produce a constant
cash flow in the market cap of the coin, with a new technology which will be a direct competitor to
Blockchain and that has a well thought out marketing plan, partners, growth and is listed on exchanges.
Legendary Paw is meant to offer depositors the possibility to invest in the future, so we want this coin to
offer financial data on all the projects behind it, 100% transparency, and investors to be rewarded with a
percentage of the profits coming from the launched projects.
PAW will be backed by 7 financial world-changing projects, so that all the coin holders as well as the
PAW project itself will win based on the financial data: sales, profits, yield, etc.

LEGENDARY PAW combines the power of reasonable buy and sell taxes for the BSC space! Having
portions of each transaction added to liquidity ensures less price volatility whereas the manual buyback is
used to create bullish momentum or defend key support areas.
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Our marketing tax ensures not only a continuous stream of new investors, but necessary funding for
ongoing development of the LEGENDARY PAW ecosystem.

42 MILLION TOTAL SUPPLY
Coins Distribution:
•

Team and Advisory Board: 7%

•

Marketing & Partnerships: 10%

•

Strategic Development: 8%

•

Token sale: 75%

HOW IT WORKS
BUY NFT’s from: OpenSea, Binance NFT, Crypto.com|NFT or our future Marketplace.
BUY PAW tokens from: ico.LegendaryPaw.com

Use the NFT to Battle, Play Slots, Stake or Resell on Market Place or other NFT platforms
UTILITY ON DAY ONE!

INITIAL NFT’S
Our collections of NFT’s will consist in Characters (dog and cats), accessories and potions.
All of the NFT’s will be unique, each with its own abilities and power.
SPECIAL EDITTION NFT’S WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR HOLIDAYS, EVENTS AND DIFFERENT
CONTESTS. What does this mean? Rapid turnaround time and a continuous stream of content delivered
to the community.

There are three categories of tokens: Access, Gift, and Admission. However, all token holders receive a
three-year access pass to PawCon, an exclusive experience for Legendary Paw NFT holders to interact
with Gabriel, Paw team and their special guests in a curated themed event around business.
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STAKING
Each NFT is equipped with their own unique rarity and staking rewards. Users are continuously
encouraged to further spend their PAW tokens on special edition blank crates, enabling them to
potentially earn rarer and rarer NFT’s and even higher staking rewards. Staking will be available only
after The Shelter and DEX will be launched.

NFT STANDARD
Most of the NFTs are minted on ERC-721 compliant contracts deployed to the Ethereum blockchain. This
is the “gold standard” and most widely-supported format for digital collectibles. We will have also a
limited no of NFTs minted on Binance, Crypto.com and Solana blockchains. All the NFTs will have the
same usage abilities.

PAW coin is designed to ensure:
•

HIGH SCALABILITY

•

BACK-UP

•

FULL DECENTRALIZATION

•

EFFICIENCY

•

CROSS-CHAIN INTEROPERABILITY

•

IMPOSSIBLE TO MINE

•

FULL-BODIED SECURITY

MISSION
Our mission is to create and develop the strongest, fastest, smartest, most stable and secure virtual coin on
the market, which will be able to produce over 7 sources of income that will provide stability, so that
there will be significant capital constantly pumping from the projects in which the coin will be involved.
The most important target of our team is to achieve the objectives proposed and detailed in the roadmap
and to complete all the projects that the currency owns and finances at the same time.

We wish to lay the groundworks for the strongest and most innovative NFT game technology, and create
passive income thanks to the projects which are based on the coin and have market power.
NFT blockchain based VR Game, backed by the largest community of gamers, created from scratch by
our strong marketing campaign and by the originality of our IN-GAME experience.
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THE DAPP TECH
The smart contract that controls everything behind the scenes for the Legendary PAW dApp was built as
a proxy contract, ensuring complete upgradeability and future expansion. With this consideration,
Legendary PAW is able to continuously evolve to capitalize on the current trend and hype of the
METAVERSE space.
Legendary PAW leverages both on-chain and off-chain data, ensuring complete extensibility through the
custom-built API.
Why is an API so critical? An API allows other applications to connect and communicate with the
Legendary PAW server, ensuring data can pass back and forth seamlessly. This enables everything from
custom-built dApps to gaming.

MOTIVATION
After we have analyzed all the virtual coins and NFT games available on the market, we noticed a great
opportunity, so we wanted to come up with an innovative solution to virtual coins and NFT games, in
order to reduce as best possible, the investment risk in cryptocurrency.
The DOGS & CATS: LEGENDARY PAW project was born on 18.03.2021, with the thought of changing
everything regarding Metaverse NFT Games and launching a new type of digital GAME, referred to as
“VR METAVERSE NFT GAME”, with the purpose of being traded efficiently and with minimum risk,
so LEGENDARY PAW launches 7 projects with great potential future on the market. This will offer
constant and recurring income, so that the stability of the coin grows exponentially, also becoming the
majority stakeholder of all projects.
We started with the desire to scale the power and importance of the coins on the market and in people’s
lives, after we found out that all of them lost their practical ability. We wish to launch a coin truly
efficient, with solid project back-up and use in everyday life.

THE PROJECT
It all started as a simple wish and has since been maintained through pure creativity and a lot of work in
studying and considerate more fields. At first it was only a dream, that came closer to reality after
research and dozens of sleepless nights.
So, a unique coin linked to a great NFT game was born, more precisely: PAW, or as the name suggests:
THE LEGENDARY PAW, COIN AND GAME OF THE METAVERSE FUTURE, together with you,
we will finish soon the first and only real blockchain ecosystem, where you will have access with ease to
all the decentralized services, with the lowest fees, and were you will also to access your funds very easy
with the help of the project future cards.
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NFT PLATFORM
The LEGENDARY PAW team is already working on a NFT (Non-Fungible Token) platform, on the
Blockchain, and the platform is almost done.

What is an NFT?
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a Blockchain, that certifies
a digital asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can be used to represent items such as
photos, videos, audio, and other types of digital files.

NFT GAMBLING platform:
In addition to the NFT marketplace, we are adding an NFT parlour section to the website, where users can
play NFT slots with PAW coin and PAW NFT’s.

THE LEGENDARY PAW TOKEN
The LEGENDARY PAW tokens will be generated on the Binance (BEP20) blockchain. Only those
holding a PAW token or NFT will be granted access to the LEGENDARY PAW platform.
LEGENDARY PAW tokens may be continued to be sold by the company until the total supply has been
met.

TAX DISTRIBUTION
•

trading fees are 0.5%

•

for development and projects 0.5 %

•

in market cap (LP) 1 %

•

to coin holders according to the number of coins held 1%

*In order to receive a share of the 1% trading fee, you must hold a minimum of 100 coins, and the more
coins you hold. The more part of the tax you receive.

BINANCE SMART CHAIN TECHNOLOGY
PAW currently operates using Binance Smart Chain technology.
BC supports BEP2 tokens and upcoming BEP8 tokens, which are native assets transferrable and tradable
(if listed) via fast transactions and sub-second finality.
Meanwhile, as BSC is Ethereum compatible, it is natural to support ERC20 tokens on BSC, called
“BEP2E” (with the real name to be introduced by the future BEPs, it potentially covers BEP8 as well).
BEP2E may be “Enhanced” by adding a few more methods to expose more information, such as token
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denomination, decimal precision definition and the owner address who can decide the Token Binding
across the chains.
BSC and BC work together to ensure that one token can circulate in both formats with confirmed total
supply and be used in different use cases.
*CROSS-CHAIN TRANSFER AND COMMUNICATION

Legendary Paw Back Projects:
1.

CREDIT / DEBIT CARDS AND PAYMENT PROCESSOR:

We plan to launch credit and debit cards with various benefits, offering easy access to our members
digital assets, so that they can use the value of the coin without too much work and also payment
processing method for Online and Offline stores and transactions.

2.

Universal ELECTRIC VEHICLES Software:

We are also working on the first software with the ability to be upload in any electric car, offering a large
diversity of options, from auto tuning, to music, crypto related social media and more. With the option to
win PAW coins as you drive, if you are into our ad program.

3.

WALLET AND SWAP:

LEGENDARY PAW aims to launch their own Digital Crypto Wallet for all crypto coin holders around
the world, with high level protection and very low fees on any transaction. The Wallet aims to be the
world’s most secure and fastest wallet, which interconnects with over 13 blockchains at the moment and
offers a variety of pre-defined networks to all users.

4.
CRYPTO, TRADE COINS, GOLD, SILVER & STOCK
MARKET EXCHANGE
LEGENDARY PAW aims to launch a complete exchange for investing in cryptocurrency and stock
market, using PAW for investing and other assets.
Cryptocurrency and stock exchanges are booming, due to the need for INVESTMENT to provide a
passive income to the working class, being a good way to get rid of inflation. Through the PAW
exchange, anyone will be able to invest with the help of CRYPTOCURRENCY in the companies listed
on the stock market worldwide, so that there will be the possibility to buy stocks with
CRYPTOCURRENCY, especially with PAW COIN.
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5.

NFT PLATFORM

The LEGENDARY PAW team is already working on a NFT (Non-Fungible Token) platform, digital art
on the Blockchain and the platform is almost done.
What is a NFT?
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a Blockchain, that certifies
a digital asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can be used to represent items such as
photos, videos, audio, and other types of digital files. NFT GAMBLING platform:
In addition to the NFT marketplace, we are adding an NFT parlor section to the website, where users can
play NFT slots with PAW tokens and NFT’s.

6.

AUCTION PLATFORM

The LEGENDARY PAW team works to build an online auction platform where anyone, regardless of
their location, can bid or auction any type of product, and the auctions will be based on
CRYPTOCURRENCY, including PAW coin!
Any product can be auctioned on the platform.

7.

DEFI GLOBAL PAYMENT APP

Legendary PAW aims to launch a revolutionary mobile app in the FinTech industry, so that together with
the payment processing method and our debit & credit cards, the application can be used globally, both
with the FIAT currencies: EURO, DOLLAR, etc. and virtual currencies, for fast payments anywhere in
the world.

8.

News Paper Crypto

Our mission is to develop a community of people who try to make financially sound decisions. The
website strives to educate individuals in making wise choices about Cryptocurrencies, NFT, Metaverse
and more.
THE LEGENDARY PAW project will start as BSC based token, with further migration to our own
platform when ready (Warp-chain).
Future projects will be available also, increasing the PAW value over time and helping our community
and investors to receive a positive flow of earnings just by owning PAW coins.
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ROAD MAP
Q4 2021:
Private Investors
Q2 2022:
First NFTs Launch
Complete NFT Smart Contracts Introduce Free to play, play to earn mechanism
Q2 2022:
Stage 3 Presale
Q4 2022:
PAW Slots
DEX
Staking available
"The Shelter" Platform with Mutagen Serum
Q1 2023:
PAW VR Game Official Launch
Q2 2023:
Onboard first third-party developer to utilize APIs Expand on Tier 1 IP for Legendary GAMES
Q3 2023:
Continue to Expand

FAQ:
What is the purpose of this coin?
The purpose is to create the first ever blockchain ecosystem, is that of creating an investment instrument
for the projects that we are going to start, offering the general public the chance to invest in these projects
and in this coin before its official release and only a limited number of investors will have access. We
want to be able to offer access to everyone that wants to increase their earnings and believes in our team’s
projects, and the projects of LEGENDARY PAW.
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How far we want to go with our project?
We have a business plan until the year 2040, each project and many other projects that are not yet in the
whitepaper and that will be added every year, will revolutionize the world we live in, we are ready to
evolve and carry out all the plans we have.

In comparison to other competitors, what additional benefits does
LEGENDARY PAW offer?
A young and ambitious team collaborated with a lot of experts to give life to the projects envisioned by
the coin’s CEO who started this project earlier in 2021, on one long Sunday evening, and convinced
himself to keep fighting to make this dream come true.
LEGENDARY PAW has many advantages over the rest of the competition. Most importantly, it offers
solutions to existing problems in the crypto market with a series of projects which will produce a constant
cash flow in the market cap of the coin, with a new technology which will be a direct competitor to
Blockchain and that has a well thought out marketing plan, partners, growth and is listed on DEX.

Why should someone buy LEGENDARY PAW?
Because this project will constantly develop solutions to global problems that will generate important
income for every holder and due to its infrastructure, revolutionize the crypto industry. Thus, it will be the
first coin with a constant utility in diverse fields of activity - in digital as well as in real life.

Why we chose BSC?
Because we did not wish to complicate the start-up of the private sale and we wanted to shock the world.
Having the launch of LEGENDARY PAW own chain already planned meant that all investors who
initially believed in the project were able to enjoy the price increase of the coin and we were able to focus
on finding the right people and expanding our portfolio’s projects. So, this method was the easiest to
implement and the fastest, in order for us to not miss the start.

What is the official website?
The official website of the coin is: www.legendarypaw.com

When will we change the network and integrate LEGENDARY PAW
technology?
We intend to take this big step in JANUARY 2024.
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DISCLAIMER
Risk Management
The solution offered by the LEGENDARY PAW project is based on risk management for our investors,
so in addition to the percentage offered from the projects profit, each coin holder will receive 1% of the
coin trading fees in their wallet.
This 1% percentage is distributed directly proportional to the number of coins held by each investor and is
divided according to the percentage the holder has of the total coins in
circulation, the more PAW coins you hold, the higher the share of coin trading fees you receive.
In addition to this solution, according to the distribution of the fees, part of the fees will also go into the
coin market cap, so there will be an efficient and constant cash flow.
Through the coin app all investors will be able to see LIVE how the team is working and each update
made for each project.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
DOGS & CATS LEGENDARY PAW, presents this whitepaper as a blueprint of the project it is
developing, but does not guarantee a certain value or a future or constant price of the coin, as the market
will ultimately decide the price and value of PAW.
The team will work to bring the coin projects to fruition in order to make the most of the LEGENDARY
PAW project.
The whitepaper is subject to future changes of any kind.
The cryptocurrency market is a volatile and risky one, as is well known, but the LEGENDARY PAW team
will strive to change these aspects, but nothing is guaranteed, as the deciding factor remains the market:
supply and demand, and we cannot influence the price/value or results in any way.
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